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Figure 1: The Cover Image is an Axonometric View of  the Final Thesis Project created by the Author in April 2022.
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Can architectural intervention in 
disadvantaged communities promote a new 
model for the incubation of  social, economic, 
and environmental health of  the community?

In adaptive reuse projects, the 
redevelopment of  existing regions designed 
to fit the needs of  present-day architectural 
programming can incubate social, economic, 
and environmental health and enable the 
growth of  cultural identity in disadvantaged 
communities.

The need for societal change, as we face 
increased pressure for urban growth, must 
account for the history of  social injustice 
evident in the past development and 
design practices of  urban planning in our 
American cities. This includes policies based 
on discrimination influenced by industry 
and politics. In this country’s upbringing, 
populations were strictly segregated creating 
strong divides between different ethnicities, 
races, & religions. As integration began to 
occur, new policies continued to pressure 
communities to remain divided. Over time, 
these places have become impoverished, 
resulting in places of  isolation, neglection, 
and depletion.

To test this thesis, the design of  an urban 
regeneration project in an impoverished 
city district within one of  America’s rustbelt 
regions explores the restoration of  community 
culture. Clustering social hubs can empower 
the main program of  the building to 
spur inspiration and provide growth for 
local organizations and businesses. This 
repurposed urban core then can become a 
magnet for societal interactions contributing 
to the birth of  a new life cycle in and around 
the project. The architectural programming 
of  this building is designed to incubate the 
surrounding neighborhoods as well as the 
adjacent commercial corridors.

Thesis Question

Thesis Statement

Project Description
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As future architects, it is our goal to use 
the poetry of  built space to spark change 
within our communities. This must start by 
understanding the community and the history 
of  existing neighborhoods. We can use this 
timeline and moments within as an expression 
of  storytelling to influence structure and user 
type. Throughout the respected research 
areas, this begins to get depicted through the 
social discrimination of  race, religion, and 
ethnicity. 

Although the United States is one of  
the most diverse countries in the world, our 
cities are still subdivided by the described 
discriminatory factors. This is due to prior 
segregation and the continuation of  it 
through the industrial revolution. As our 
major cities expanded, the population grew 
around it full of  life and community; however, 
as they began to collapse, the groups that 
were divided would become neglected 
leading to areas of  abandonment and decay. 
These issues impact us today with social and 
environmental injustices.

The existing community persists within 
these areas with strong-knit communities 
partnered alongside poor economic and social 
growth. This proposal is to provide a voice and 
allocated space for the immediate residents. 
Giving the local people an opportunity to 
exhibit their cultural identity with creation 
studios, public space, and culinary incubators. 
The goal behind this is to influence other 
developments down the adjacent corridors 
and into the immediate residential districts.

As a resident of  white decent, it is 
impossible for me to understand or experience 
the problems and discrimination embedded 
within/against different racial communities, 
but I believe it is my duty as a civil servant 
to recognize the existing issues with provided 
solutions for future growth. This proposal 
idealizes the welfare of  the people.

Goals, Objectives, & Scope
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Figure 2: Collage downloaded from https://aap.cornell.edu/news-events/peter-robinson-building-trust-black-
spaces-and-black-futures-brooklyn in December 2021.
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Looking at the deep history of the United 
States’ big cities, we see eras of increasingly 
fast growth due to industrialization periods 
of great economic success followed by a 
downturn in the financial market. The untold 
history is the story of racial discrimination 
and injustice throughout those time periods. 
The need for societal change and urban 
growth can be displayed by the contextual 
history of social injustice throughout the 
planning of American major cities such as 
policies based on discrimination influenced 
by industry and politics. In this country’s 
upbringing, populations were strictly 
segregated creating strong divide between 
different ethnicities and races. As integration 
began to occur, new policies would continue 
to pressure communities to remain divided. 
Depletion of jobs and lack of resources would 
restrict the growth of minority communities 
forcing them to remain stagnant within 
their community while white communities 
prospered. Quickly, these places would 
become impoverished and underfunded, 
and over time, they would continue to be 
in a state of isolation and neglect. As the 
economics began to split unevenly, so did 
the wealth among the communities forcing 
the impoverished neighborhoods to find 
alternative ways to finance their lives. Within 
all corners of America, some areas within a 
city continued to thrive and grow while other 
areas within the same city continued to fall 
to their lowest point. Whether the cities were 
to fail or succeed, they all carry the negative 
social issues & divide instilled by our original 
‘model-cities’. If cities have this embedded 
identity and organization to them, society 
won’t be able to provide economic growth 
and social change to these underdeveloped 
communities. The power of place must be 
taken out of the hands of large entities and 
put into the hands of people that inhabit it. 

Social / Cultural Issues Overview History of  Racial Injustice
During the Industrial Revolution, business 

conglomerates had seized land in proximities 
of  booming residential districts to create 
factories for efficient production so the 
businesses could produce massive profits. 
They were strategically placed to utilize the 
residents as their factory workers, as well as 
draw more people towards the cities to work 
along the assembly lines. The urban design 
during this era highlights the work zones 
and production instead of  the community, 
residential districts later becoming a model 
for which other cities could evolve off.  
Some of  these initial organized strategies 
occurred across Chicago with the Meat 
Packing Industry, Detroit with Ford Motors, 
and Gary with U.S. Steel which would later 
influence cities around the country along 
with their contextual suburbs. An example 
of  this is Pullman, of  Chicago, where they 
industrialized the large-scale production of  
‘luxury sleeping cars.’ George Pullman’s 
control over education, sanitation, and the 
plant’s workers led to discrimination among 
the minority community. Elbert Gary of  U.S. 
Steel would use Pullman as a template to make 
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Figure 3: Institution Discrimination

Figure 3: Image downloaded from https://www.nga.gov/learn/teachers/lessons-activities/uncovering-america/
parks-photography.html in October 2021.
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Figure 4: Minority Neighborhoods with
     Poor Living Conditions

Figure 4: Image downloaded from https://www.nga.gov/learn/teachers/lessons-activities/uncovering-america/
parks-photography.html in October 2021.

Gary home to his businesses production. “U.S.  
Steel’s plans for Gary (in part developed in the 
shadow of  the Pullman experience) were not 
intended to eliminate social conflict but simply 
to contain and withstand it in the name of  the 
most efficient productivity possible” (O’Hara, 
5). While creating a place for efficient work 
and steady income, they didn’t resolve the 
social problems existing in previous models 
of  this city. Initially, for all cities, this allowed 
the vibrancy of  life to flourish throughout all 
communities because of  the economic burst 
the large corporations brought with them. 
This would result in the Great Migration of  
over six million African Americans from the 
South to the North seeking a better life with a 
promise of  prosperity through occupying jobs 
and owning property. The mass number of  
jobs had people flocking to the cities to work 
together for a strong American future. These 
people within the “new” integrated North 
would then be segregated through its new 
name, redlining. Redlining denies services or 
opportunities to residents of  an associated 
minority both directly and indirectly. A direct 
example of  redlining is the implementation 
of  highways and other traffic corridors to 
segregate different racial, residential spaces. 
An indirect example of  redlining is the 
raising of  rent and land taxes within minority 
communities denying the people a chance 
to move or grow. The built environment 
was already split between businesses and 
the residents; and now, government systems, 
businesses, white homeowners, and various 
racist institutions wanted to further divide the 
city by segregating the public discriminated by 
race and religious beliefs. As new technology 
and production shifted throughout time, the 
jobs and businesses started to dry up. The 
remaining jobs were prioritized to the white 
residents and the minority communities 
would be neglected and deprived of  resources. 
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Deprivation to the minority communities led 
to an underdevelopment of  built structures, 
depletion of  a cultural identity, and reduction 
of  hope.

Continued, Current Day Battles
Many minorities were able to obtain 

houses during the Great Migration, yet they 
didn’t feel at home due to the displacement 
of  a diversified community displayed through 
the constant propagated lie of  complete 
social integration. These social injustice 
and discrimination battles strongly exist in 
our cities and institutions displayed in the 
inequality of  community neighborhoods. 
Institutions boast about their diversity and 

X 



ability to cultivate a range of  cultures, “Yet 
on maps, neighborhoods are almost always 
drawn as perfectly bounded areas, miniature 
territorial states of  ethnicity or class” 
(Rankin). Bill Rankin describes this idea of  
a Radical Cartography Map that identifies 
people who live in different parts of  cities 
differentiated by race. Although communities 
and workplaces were being described as 
diversified, every major city continued to 
be divided by borders in-between white, 
black, Hispanic, Asian, and other racial 
neighborhoods. This divide continues to bleed 
into the characteristics of  the surrounding 
suburbs. Racism and discrimination can still 
be seen through the lens of  built place and 
forced separation as well as the deep impact 
within our societal systems. Intervention of  
community cultivation along these racial 
borders could promote diversity and a new 
city formwork that could promote cross-
cultivation of  cultural identities.

Intervention
After an American city’s constant 

neglect, abandonment, abuse, and negative 
connotation brought on by power-hungry 
corporations and discriminatory institutions, 
it might seem that there is no opportunity 
for them to resurrect out of  their blighted 
conditions. However, it could call for the 
perfect opportunity to readapt the existing 
built place for the local people to rebuild and 
showcase their communities. Civil Rights 
activist, feminist, and black empowerment 
advocate Grace Lee Boggs out of  Detroit, 
states in an interview, “From the Third Layer 
School I had gained an impression of  Detroit 
as a place where an individual with ideas, 
commitment, and roots in the community 
could make a difference” (Duncan, 64). Boggs 
empowers local organization and people for 
the betterment of  the community. Community 
is a vital part of  place identity that has 
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been destroyed by the “dominant” culture. 
Social activists need to go beyond protests 
and negativity to build their community 
back. Boggs would look for a revolutionary 
characteristic in minorities who wanted a 
role in local organizations. This thesis wants 
to promote the progress of  these growing 
community organizations and businesses. By 
adaptively reusing local architecture in these 
underdeveloped communities, we can inspire 
cultural cultivations to give a sense of  identity 
to those communities.

Figure 5: Black Owned & Operated Spaces

Figure 5: Image downloaded from https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/27/lens/documenting-the-dynam-
ic-black-community-of-1940s-seattle.html in October 2021.

After identifying the social problems 
within the previous examples, one can begin 
to see a large quantity of  abandonment 
within American major cities. This has led 
to harmful environmental issues within 
existing communities across the nation seen 
through the total carbon emission associated 
with demolishing an existing building and 
rebuilding a new design in its place. Before 
thinking about the possibility of  new buildings, 

Environmental Justice Overview
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Figure 6: Hope & Inspiration with the Community for Minority Cultivation and Growth

Figure 6: Image downloaded from https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/27/lens/documenting-the-dynam-
ic-black-community-of-1940s-seattle.html in October 2021.
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one must first think about the need to rethink 
the health of  these existing buildings. Ability 
and feasibility of  adaptively reusing the 
identified existing buildings can begin to 
diminish these issues that have impacted the 
environment and the community. Being able 
to reuse existing building could possibly allow 
the opportunity to carry the history of  that 
building’s space into the next transition of  
that building’s life allowing the architecture 
to inspire community members and their 
cultural identity. Within existing structures, 
the introduction of  new technology and 
strategies allows the building to address 
current and future environmental needs 
such as using solar harvesting strategies to 
provide onsite energy production, shading 
strategies to help maintain the internal 
temperature of  the building, new heating 
and cooling ventilation systems compared to 
old inefficient systems, repurposed interior 
program to match community needs, water 
collection and storage systems to reduce 
overall consumption usage, and other 

passive systems to diminish overall resource 
use. Cost of  these newer systems may seem 
steep; however, the long-term payoff makes 
initial price somewhat irrelevant. “On one 
side, operating costs of  the building are 
reduced; on the other, its real estate value 
increases” (Aste 422). In terms of  the social 
and economic growth of  the intervened 
community, affordability of  space and 
construction is vital. Creating new strategies 
and systems within existing buildings may 
become problematic to the budget, so 
exploration of  various existing structures and 
design implementation will have to provide 
a chance to generate equitable spaces while 
protecting and enhancing the previous 
architecture. 

The existing buildings in the United 
States have become outdated to today’s 
building standards resulting in unanswered 
environmental issues. One of  the main issues 
is that the operations and maintenance of  

Identification of  Issues

X 
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Figure 7: Diagram downloaded from https://www.epa.gov/heatislands/learn-about-heat-islands in October 2021.

Figure 7: Heat Island Effect Diagram from the EPA

Today, there are organizations that 
promote the concepts of  sustainability 
throughout architectural practice such as the 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED), the U.S. Green Building 

these structures’ attribute to almost 40% 
of  all energy consumption throughout the 
country. There is a vast array of  abandoned 
or underused buildings throughout our 
major cities. Current trends throughout these 
abandoned areas are to demolish the existing 
architecture and erect a new project in its 
place. The embodied energy, or total energy 
it takes to create/destroy a product, of  this 
process can take up to 80 years to compensate 
for. Even if  a building is extremely efficient 
in any number of  ways, it still impacts the 
environment negatively because of  the 
energy used to demolish. Other processes that 
indirectly effect the environment are building 
within vacant lots. Rather than fixing the 
problem, this concept takes away necessary 
greenspace and nature while continuing to 
add energy consumption to our built space. 

These trends need to shift to adaptively 
reusing these spaces rather than tearing them 
down or building on a different site. “These 
buildings are seldom equipped with adequate 
insulation systems or facilities, and for this 

Systems & Resource Management

reason, they are referred to as “eco-monsters”; 
in other words, they are highly energy-
consuming buildings” (De Berardinis 1). 
These inefficient existing buildings constantly 
pull resources from the city grid to meet the 
needs of its everyday use when they should 
be utilizing the strategies of sustainability 
to regenerate the needed resources. If they 
continue to extract, use, dispose resources 
at their current rate, the planet won’t have 
enough nonrenewable resources to function 
or survive. By acknowledging the matters at 
hand, the revitalization of these neglected 
and abandoned areas deserves to be labeled 
as ‘required’ to create effective new spaces 
in the existing structures while diminishing 
impacts on the environment.
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Figure 8 & 9: Diagrams created by Author in December 2021.

Nichols | N.I.M.B.Y.

Council (USGBC), and Architecture 2030. 
These organizations can be useful tools to 
help implement strategies of  sustainability 
throughout new and existing projects. 
“LEED projects throughout the world have 
already demonstrated the benefits of  taking a 
green operations and maintenance approach 
that reduces the environmental harms of  
existing buildings and restores the balance 
of  natural systems” (USGBC 4). LEED goals 
that are essential to this thesis are creating a 
greener economy as well as enhancing social, 
environmental, and community health. 
Issues of  energy and water consumption can 
be addressed through water reclamation and 
reuse as well as solar harvesting. Water runoff 
from existing buildings typically shed out to 
the street corridors and into sewer systems 
that flow elsewhere. By keeping this water 
onsite, implementation of  water collection 
systems can integrate rainwater into the 
everyday use of  the building or diverted into 
the surrounding natural landscapes reducing 
the need to pull from city utility lines. Solar 
harvesting through photovoltaic panels or 
offsite solar farms begin to produce energy for 
the building reducing the need to pull from 
the city grid. By creating a surplus of  electric 
energy resources, gas powered systems start 
to vanish as new electric powered systems 
take their place. Introduction of  automated 
systems further encourage the building to 
operate more efficiently. Sensors for both 
water fixtures and light fixtures allow the 
units to turn off automatically rather than 
operating at a consistent rate. Other systems 
of  automation include computerized HVAC 
systems that allow the heating and cooling 
of  a building to run based on its site climate, 
weather patterns, and user comfortability 
rather than at set intervals further resulting 
in the increase of  the efficiency of  a 
building. These strategies regarding resource 
consumption methods can be applied to Figure 9: Possible Resource Solutions

Figure 8: Resource Consumption Problems

X 
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Figure 10: Four Pillars of  Sustainability

services. Transit-oriented development and 
complete streets encourage walkability and 
the use of  public transportation reducing 
infrastructure costs and energy consumption. 
It also assists in cultivating a range of  users 
along dense corridors to work together 
improving the efficiency of  society. The 2030 
palette further identifies the efficiency of  the 
environment on buildings. This is displayed 
with passive strategies of  daylighting, natural 
ventilation, site sustainability, and so forth 
to stimulate stewardship to the regional 
environment while producing more efficient 
buildings. These social and environmental 
strategies influence the health of  current built 
space.

Architecture 2030 provides a design 
palette for accomplishing sustainability goals 
related to region, city/town, district, site, 
building, and material. The region, city/
town, and district guidelines are to promote 
social order to the connectivity of  place while 
the site, building, and material guidelines 
respond to environmental strategies of  the 
selected climate. Community and social 
health are rarely accounted for in the world of  
sustainability yet are the most important due 
the ability to enhance user experience and 
economic growth. “Frequently mentioned 
but rarely examined, the social aspects of  
sustainability have been considered the 
weakest and least described pillar” (Rogers 
3473). Utilizing differentiated social networks 
of  community have the possibility to start 
linking residential districts to corresponding 
commercial districts or transportation 

Social & Environmental Strategies

existing buildings diminishing operating costs 
while serving environmental justice.

The program intent behind this thesis 
design proposal is to inspire small businesses 
and cultivate local community engagement. 
This theme is displayed around a concept of  
clustering a variety of  business incubation 
spaces and community enrichment 

Experiential Initiatives

Figure 10: Diagram created by Author in December 2021.
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areas centered around a transit-oriented 
development. The clustering becoming a 
technique to encourage cross-cultivation 
between different business typologies, creating 
one hub for a range of  novice entrepreneurs to 
put their business plans to action with resources 
to build financial stability producing social 
and economic growth within the community. 
By highlighting existing circulation patterns 
and transportation corridors, this proposal 
can provide alternative transit means and 
entice an array of  users. Planning of  these 
spaces by other established businesses 
could allow different disciplines to interact 
sparking innovation and exploration. The 
desired strategies should be synchronized to 

Figure 11: Influence on Collaborated 
     Developments & Organizations

enrich the lives of  the users in the building, 
the pedestrians in the circulation corridors, 
and the members in the surrounding 
community. The experimentation in the 
program attempts to provide resources for 
social rehabilitation to the endless neglected, 
discriminated communities throughout 
the United States’ major cities. Urban 
Regeneration which provides a new life cycle 
for neglected, underutilized, and abandoned 
areas, is a prerequisite for the Sustainable 
Design Goals for the 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development. The end goal is to 
propose design solutions that will strengthen 
communities negatively affected by social 
and environmental injustices.

Figure 11: Image downloaded from https://www.blackspace.org/ in December 2021.

The programs within this proposal will stem 
from interventions to support and enhance 
the local community. The discrimination 
issues outlined in Research Area 1 displayed 
the result of  segregated communities as areas 
of  neglect and abandonment; furthermore, 
the lack of  resources for remaining residents. 
Providing resources for people who might not 
have personal access to them and creating 
a captivating space for the community to 
socialize within. Business Incubation is a 
strategy to attract novice entrepreneurs to an 
affordable establishment with the necessary 
equipment to start a company. The resulting 
goal is for the businesses to generate a 
financial foundation so they can acquire their 
own operating space out in the community. 
Then a new user will become a tenant of  that 
space replacing the first business maintaining 
the spur in economic development and local 
business growth. An example of  these are 
culinary incubators which tend to engage 
the local community because of  their related 
cultural food. These are rentable commercial 
kitchen spaces for aspiring local food vendors. 
This program is a steppingstone for the 

Business Incubation
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local ‘mom and pop’ shops, allowing them 
to put their name on the map. Then, they 
can get the financial capital to open their 
own restaurant. This cultural hub could 
promote sociability further by utilizing 
surrounding greenspace and vacant lots for 
markets and street vendors. “They (local 
food vendors) are instrumental in incubating 
new businesses, facilitating the expansion of  
existing business, and promoting income-
earning opportunities” (Morales 426). The 
feasibility of  this strategy is determined by 
the ability to form a tight-knit relationship 
with the community. Connection with the 
residents provides ample opportunities for 
promoting their cultural identity, exploring 
business development, and maintaining local 
economic stability. By rotating prospering 
businesses throughout local incubation 
initiatives, this design experimentation 
provides an opportunity to restore the existing 
and neglected commercial corridors into 
active businesses influencing other ongoing 
community developments.

Providing an array of  programs around a 
variety of  incubation strategies interweaves 
connection of  user and exploration of  new 
ideas. Culinary incubators and food vendors 
could attract people into a lobby space, but 
what programs could be implemented to keep 
those users within the building? Exhibition 
spaces. Art studios. Fabrication studios. 
These have a strong visual relationship to 
the occupants drawing the public eye further 
into the building, possibly leading the user 
to investigate. Tenants and visitors can get 
involved with the building community with 
access to resources that aren’t always feasible 
to acquire due to personal expense for larger 
or higher-end equipment or lack thereof. 
Further exploration may lead them to become 
involved with a cluster of  initiatives. “Clusters 
play an important role in an economy that 
demands concentration and specialization 
and the practical ability to develop initiatives 
that help firms within clusters become more 
competitive and spur growth” (Donahue 

Clustering Programs

Figure 12: Geographic Concentration of  Interconnected Clusters

Figure 12: Diagram downloaded from https://www.sixsigmaconcept.com/cluster-development in December 2021.
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Figure 13: Diagram created by Peter Calthorpe and downloaded from https://www.buildinggreen.com/newsbrief/
next-american-metropolis-ecology-community-and-american-dream in December 2021.

Nichols | N.I.M.B.Y.

2). Administering a diverse program list 
allows each intent to be held accountable 
for its own experiential concept. Most of  
which will have their own structural identity 
related to their field of  interest; however, 
cross pollination of  programs could create 
a rich internal community culture that is 
vibrant and productive throughout day-to-
day use. This intersection of  programs could 
promote interactions such as an art studio 
acquiring tools from a fabrication studio or 
allowing the fabrication studio to acquire 
paint brushes from the art studio. This can be 
further explored by how an occupant within 
each space interacts leading to possibilities 
of  collaboration. Each program gets to 
showcase its local identity and its local culture 
promoting a positively framed, diverse 
building culture and social landscape. All 
programs must be choreographed to enhance 
these possible interactions by linking them to 
user type, function, and visual connection.

Figure 13: Transit Oriented Developments - Ecology, Community, and the American Dream

The last key program component is the 
surrounding circulation, and more directly, 
surrounding existing railways or bus lines. A 
common trait among all major cities is the 
outward expansion from the internal core 
resulting in circulation rail lines to provide 
transportation for the public throughout 
the city and to other districts. Revitalizing 
structures adjacent to this corridor within 
abandoned and neglected communities can 
inspire other proposals to occur parallel 
to the transit circulation. This allows the 
commercial district to be an auditory buffer 
between the rail line and residential blocks. 
The process of  turning a station stop into a 
hub for clustering incubation and cultural 
identity leaves an impression to spark 
economic and community growth influencing 
passengers in the circulation corridors to 
become everyday users. “Transit, depending 
on the level of  service, attracts crowds of  
passengers that are potential customers. 
More traffic and passengers attract more 
surrounding businesses” (Strojanovski 12). 
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Transit-Oriented Development planning 
policy reduces the usage of  cars, promotes 
walkability, and increases the usage of  public 
transportation by concentrating urban 
growth along the transit corridors. Locating 
the variety of  programs and businesses 
within the visual or auditory range of  the 
transit corridor begins to attract circulating 
people into the building. Windows and 
entrances to the transit platform allow 
departing train passengers an opportunity 
to enjoy the internal program before their 
train shows up. Arriving passengers could be 
drawn in by the liveliness of  the cluster. The 
hustling circulation corridor from the transit 
stops could have a strong relationship with 
this design proposal adding a community 
destination stop for a tourist or the daily user. 
With such diverse cities, every station could 
become a magnet to showcase the related 
community with all members of  the city.

The history of  America’s major city’s 
display countless acts of  discrimination 
through corporate power, built environment, 
and government policy. Time and prolonged 
injustices have continued to divide our 
communities leading to a strong divide 
and for a desperate need of  rehabilitation. 
Thinking about ideals of  community, “the 
architect must no longer be responsible only 
to the industrial and political powers… but 
to the users, the people who inhabit the 
environment” (Goldstein, 401). Providing a 
catalyst to the community inspired by local 
people with the will to take power out of  
large-scale corporations and put back into 
hands of  the residents. The resulted resource 
depletion and isolation of  poor building 
maintenance and operations caused by the 
social injustices would lead to a spike in 
abandonment that is still prevalent within 
today’s society. This abandonment would 

Final Statements

impede on our climate regions leading to 
environmental injustices. Adaptive reuse of  
these spaces establishes a need to rethink 
our existing buildings for the health of  the 
environment and community. Execution of  
desired strategies of  sustainability as well as 
resource management will be key factors for 
the performance of  internal systems and site 
development. This environmental justice then 
promotes social justice and revitalization of  
underdeveloped communities. Furthermore, 
clustering business incubation spaces, resource 
exploration areas, and community gathering 
areas centered around a transit-oriented 
development has the potential to enrich the 
lives of  the local neighborhoods. Providing a 
space for the community and guests to grow 
their skills or businesses evolving into strong 
social and economic health. Grace Lee Boggs 
is a women and social rights activist, and she 
states, “The social activists among us struggle 
to create actions that go beyond protest and 
negativity and build community, because 
community is the most important thing 
that has been destroyed by the dominant 
culture” (Boggs 5). With this quote in mind, 
designing spaces should be for community 
growth and the welfare of  the local people, 
not the large-scale corporations. Providing 
places to display and preserve local culture, 
form relationships with other community 
members, and influence other initiatives 
results in a strengthened neighborhood. 
These organized design solutions will play 
an active role in reversing some of  the effects 
caused by social injustices.
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Figure 14: Collage of the Six Precedents Displayed in this Proposal Created by Author in December 2021.
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In 2008, this building was originally a 
restaurant that failed after a year of  being in 
service, similar to that of  a decent number 
of  businesses in Gary due to the cities past 
destruction due to abandonment, neglect, 
and economical shift. Tenants could not 
maintain their businesses because of  the 
lack of  economics in the city. After almost 
10 years of  this buildings sitting vacant, 
the city and Gary Economic Development 
Corporation decided to team up with local 
artists and businesses to create a catalyst for 
socioeconomic urban development.

This project utilizes an underutilized 
building in downtown Gary to serve as a civic 
center that promotes local art, offers culinary 
classes, & provides business development 
workshops. Alongside these programs to 
engage the community, they promote local 
businesses. Interior kitchen spaces get rented 
out as a short-term lease for the businesses to 
grow as well as build their financial structure. 
Signing a long-term lease could pose financial 
risks for new entrepeneurs, so this model 
allows a variety of  busineeses to incubate in 

and around this project. The inspiration and 
local ambition drive this project to be a way 
to revitalize the fractured local culture and 
society.

Artists Theaster Gates, Jeana Ripple, 
and Barbara Wilson created a vital lighting 
installation that acts as a second façade built 
out of  acrylic tubing, dichroic tubing, and 
solar powered lights. The façade is then 
used as an attraction point for community to 
congregate, the ‘flame’ by which culture can 
grow from.

Katherine Darnstadt, founder of  
architecture firm Latent Design, has created 
a model for new urban design systems 
that promotes small business and urban 
agriculture. Advanced buildings innovation 
and adaptation idealizes a new social 
formwork inspiring the small-scale impact 
on community cultivation. Darnstadt’s prior 
studies of  philosophy and sociology allows a 
deeper conceptual understanding to enhance 
the user experience within. The concept 
of  societal space to recreate community 
identities while maintaining local culture.

16

Figure 15: Image downloaded from https://www.mircollective.com/cultural-educational/arthousegary in September 
2021.

Figure 15: Outdoor Community Catalyst
ArtHouse - Gary, IN.
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Figure 17: Conceptual Program Diagram

Figure 16: Exploded Axon Diagram
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Figure 16 & 17: Images downloaded from https://www.mircollective.com/cultural-educational/arthousegary in Sep-
tember 2021.

Community amenities attract tourists and 
local visitors through outdoor community 
spaces such as parks, but there are other 
instances of  this such as performance areas, 
technology investigation centers, and bike 
maintenance stands.  These are all areas for 
people to congregate and socialize with one 
another.

Grace Lee Boggs is a social activist out of  
Detroit that believes that we need the local 
community for developmental growth. She 
also saw this revolutionary characteristic 
within the youth due to their hope and 
inspiration. ArtHouse initiated programs for 
young individuals, during the redesign of  
this space, to create a documentary around 
the adaptation of  arthouse. This includes the 
possibility of  what it could become for the 
community in the future. 

How can business incubators influence 
economic growth for Gary? Gary falls into 
the same ‘model-city’ described for any other 
major city with a high density of  people 
followed by a huge economic downturn. The 
culinary spaces within ArtHouse are used 
to allow short-term, affordable spaces to the 
local businesses. Giving the local people a 
chance to build financial stability with their 
businesses. This begins to create an economic 
flow between the residents and the businesses 
within the community. They can then use 
their growth to open their own shop within 
the city bettering the economic development 
of  Gary. Then new small businesses can use 
ArtHouse for their steppingstone to do the 
same thing.

Finally, arthouse investigates the need 
for local innovation and making. The users 
can utilize what they have learned through 
the design of  ArtHouse to teach the local 
community to create similar programs and 
promote local growth. The business classes 
allow people to learn the market. This passes 
the torch of  knowledge through people 
further cultivating their cultural identity.

Nichols | N.I.M.B.Y.X 
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Figure 18: Image downloaded from https://www.archdaily.com/963162/foster-plus-partners-power-station-master-
plan-in-san-francisco-breaks-ground/ in October 2021.

This adaptive reuse project identifies 
place-typology issues and the sustainability 
issues regarding Urban Regeneration. This 
is part of  a masterplan for downtown to be 
revitalized to support the community through 
conversion of  a decommissioned power 
station in San Francisco. It will become an 
anchor for the community to grow from. 
30% of  2,600 residential units are considered 
affordable, 36 for a homelessness initiative.

Architecture firm Herzog & de Meuron, 
who have had success in several adaptive 
reuse projects, redesigned Power Station 
A into a series of  offices and workspaces to 
connect the industrial waterfront with the 
surrounding Dogpatch neighborhood. The 
reinvention of  this space is vital to creating 
new life in an abandoned district that was 
once full of  life. Within Power Station A, the 
offices and workspaces will pour into a large 
atrium space that was once the plant’s old 
turbine hall. This firm does an efficient job of  
transforming the space while maintaining the 
original emotion of  the space. Conserving this 

is vital to maintaining the community identity. 
This preserves the community’s history 
while allowing future social and economic 
growth to occur. Challenges this design faced 
included deficiencies in the original structure 
because of  its failing foundation. To manage 
this, the firm introduced new foundations to 
support the new steel-framed systems holding 
the new programs.

Architecture firm Foster + Partners 
proposed a 2-building revitalization to create a 
healthy and inclusive community at the center 
of  the Power Station district. The ground 
floors include social spaces and co-working 
areas localized around an open courtyard 
space similar to that of  other architecture 
in the area. The concept of  complete streets 
is idealized within pedestrian corridors and 
various cycling routes. Adaptation of  both 
buildings are interconnected with a modular 
organization grid to provide flexibility and 
opportunity for future adaptations. To reduce 
energy usage, the HVAC systems maximize 
airflow and using natural lighting to reduce 

Figure 18: Connection to the San Francisco Waterfront
Power Station - San Francisco, CA.



Figure 20: Old Turbine Hall as Atrium 
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Figure 19-21: Images downloaded from https://www.dezeen.com/2021/06/08/herzog-de-meuron-san-francis-
co-power-station-conversion/ in October 2021.

Figure 21: Original Platforms Converted

the need for electric lighting. Another 
concept of  sustainability includes an outdoor 
terrace traveling up the building to the roof  
that are equipped with gardens for local food 
generation.

The two adaptive reuse projects between 
the firms create economic growth through the 
office spaces and workspaces while creating 
social and community growth through the 
affordable housing programs. Alongside these 
developments, the project includes seven acres 
of  parkland to increase greenspace rather 
than it being all built space. This precedent 
provides a range of  helpful ideas. One 
being the Herzog & de Meuron’s redesign 
of  structural systems to fit the new program 
while maintaining the original building 
envelope and interior space. The other being 
the sustainability goals of  energy efficiency 
and highlighted greenspaces. Walkability 
and circulation in the project promote the 
reduction of  car usage similar to that of  
transit-oriented developments. Being able to 
reuse the existing buildings in our major cities 
can allow new life while reducing the carbon 
emissions used within a reconstruction.

Figure 19: Modular Housing Project

Nichols | N.I.M.B.Y.X 
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Figure 22: Image downloaded from http://www.commonwealthkitchen.org/ in November 2021.

Figure 22: Exterior Facade and Associated Food Trucks

This project begins to experiment 
with the cluster-focused incubators to 
create socioeconomic growth in vacant 
communities. The abandoned Pearl Meats 
Factory was reimagined into a multi-tenant 
food production facility with half  of  the 
building dedicated to business incubators 
under the name ‘CommonWealth Kitchen’. 
The other half  would be dedicated to 
established local businesses; examples such 
as Alex’s Ugly Sauce and Just Add Cooking. 
CommonWealth is home to more than 50 
wholesalers, food trucks, and caterers and 
provides multiple local food options for the 
surrounding residents. These businesses are 
also displayed in retail shops and farmers 
markets across Boston boosting the success of  
those entrepreneurs. This cluster allows not 
only a variety of  programs, but also a range 
of  interconnecting programs so different 
tenants can learn from one another. There is 
economic stability within the everyday uses 
of  the spaces allowing other entrepreneurs to 
be successful and encouraging other people to 

take on the challenge of  going full scale with 
their business ideas. Collaboration between 
the established and the incubated allow the 
entrepreneurs to learn from the experienced 
businesses.

The 12,000 S.F. facility operates two 
kitchens with a shared 3,000 S.F. of  dry 
storage, 2,000 S.F. of  cold storage, and 
1,300 S.F. of  frozen storage. Offices and 
Conference rooms are shared spaces between 
incubators. Some of  the more industrial 
equipment must be operated by trained 
manufacturing staff who are on site or can 
be taught to entrepreneurs onsite through 
the CommonWealth organization. Allowing 
novice chefs and bakers to learn new skills for 
their trade.

As an incubator, CommonWealth 
accepts applications with requirements to 
get the entrepreneurs to think about the 
ability to scale their business to the next 
level with encouragement from the involved 
community. Do they have a product with 
a specific target audience in mind, know 

CommonWealth Kitchen - Boston, MA.
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Figure 23 & 24: Images downloaded from http://www.commonwealthkitchen.org/ in November 2021.

where to source healthy ingredients, or price 
the final product? Their website has in-
depth resources providing businesses advice 
to advance their career. This starts with 
product development and the completion 
of  paperwork, permit submissions, and 
marketing the advertisements. The next steps 
include finding investment opportunities 
from community sponsors, most of  which 
being from within this Pearl Meats Factory 
space. Businesses are then located within fully 
equipped kitchens to produce a large quantity 
of  product. The final phase of  the incubation 
is to export the developed businesses into the 
community so they can run on their own 
coordinating with CommonWealth to provide 
career opportunities for others.

CommonWealth Kitchen prioritizes 
businesses in the area owned and operated by 
the local minorities such as Black, Indigenous, 
or other racial communities. This begins to 
respond to social injustices within the city 
and provide a place of  equity for residents 
to cultivate within while producing a 

Figure 24: Organization of  Incubators and Established Businesses

Figure 23: Linear Kitchen Layout

sustainable food economy. This significance 
of  the economic development has made 
this building an anchor for the rest of  the 
community to grow from.

Nichols | N.I.M.B.Y.X 
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Figure 25: Image downloaded from https://lacocinamarketplace.com/ in November 2021.

Figure 25: Lobby / Cafeteria Spaces Centered Around Culinary Incubators

This project tackles a few of  the social 
and cultural issues embedded in our society 
and job markets. The first being equitable 
opportunities for genders, ethnicities, races, 
or other measurable bias. This project talks 
explicitly about ethnic women because of  
their contribution to the community. Ethnic 
women represent a sample of  undervalued 
people because of  their ascribed statuses, that 
being race and women. These entrepreneurial 
women at La Cocina Municipal Marketplace 
live within Hispanic communities where they 
have experience cooking for multiple people 
such as their families, and sometimes their 
neighborhood. Although this might not follow 
the typical business model to start out, these 
women have passion in what they do and it 
should be celebrated. Taking the financial 
risk of  opening their own business can be 
scary and lead to failure, but La Cocina offers 
the resources to build revenue and financial 
stability to be independent.

This project sits along that Hispanic 
corridor becoming a hub for community 

La Cocina - San Francisco, CA.
culture and gatherings. The six different 
kitchens allow entrepreneurs to take a stab 
at their business practice and allow the 
opportunity to have a variety of  typologies. 
One kitchen may have takeout food, while 
another has dining food and spaces, while 
another has catering, and so on. The dynamic 
character of  this program layout variety will 
bring diverse users together. Entrepreneurs 
could work together to see one another 
succeed and compete against one another 
while the experience of  the user becomes 
sociable compared to that of  a sit-down diner.

La Cocina provide a one-on-one business 
mentorship with a series of  classes teaching 
finance, marketing, and operations with access 
to connect with sales opportunities in other 
surrounding communities. These affordable 
spaces allow the tenants opportunities to 
grow out of  La Cocina and into their own 
businesses. La Cocina has another initiative 
that gives other members of  the community 
to get involved by becoming standby cooks at 
the disposal of  any of  the incubators.
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Figure 26-28: Images downloaded from https://ptarc.com/work/community/la-cocina-kitchen-incubator/ in No-
vember 2021.

Figure 28: Interior Kitchen Layout

Figure 26: Exterior Facade of  La Cocina Along a Corridor that Lead to Hispanic Communities

Figure 27: Production Team

Nichols | N.I.M.B.Y.
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Figure 29: Image downloaded from http://ericowenmoss.com/project-detail/umbrella/ in February 2022.

Figure 29: Redevelopment of  a Vacant Storage Building

This project became a precedent for this 
thesis during the design iteration of  the project, 
primarily used for tectonic exploration, such 
as the connectivity between formed glasswork 
and overall steel structure. It began to explore 
how delicate structure could feel underneath 
a material that is already so delicate. Although 
this structural system might have a lighter 
feel, the glass form is secured and faceted with 
Spider Fittings holding the individual molded 
panes off the interstitial structure. This more 
modern approach allows buildings to speak to 
their life and program.

With the proposed formwork, these fittings 
became adaptable to multiple applications. 
I began to wonder how they could become 
modularized. This piece consists of  molded 
glass panes that are bent to create an obscure 
roof  form that becomes exciting compared to 
the bleak building exterior. The fitting links 
are then able to hold the different panels offset 
one another to allow breathability through 
the overall surface. Depending on the shape 
of  the mold, these fittings come in various 

Umbrella - Culver City, CA.
lengths to adapt to its need. Materiality usage 
and structure typology would further inspire 
the construction feasibility of  the concept 
form.

The adjoined warehouses were initially 
built in the 1940’s and redesigned as a 
recording venue for an orchestra within the 
Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, later 
turned into a final media production site for 
the Philharmonic Orchestra. The redesigned 
rooftop space was to accompany 30 musicians 
to perform at one time. The design enhanced 
the internal program by showing itself  on its 
outer skin. It allowed other buildings or people 
passing by to experience the building without 
going inside it. This building expression is 
something that is rich to cultural expression 
and will be transitioned into this thesis design 
as it provides a hub for the community to grow 
from. The new ‘umbrella’ is not only a new 
structural element that changes the building 
form, but it has multiple purposes depending 
on the time of  day/year, or variable user 
experiences. 
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Figure 33: Image downloaded from https://coop-himmelblau.at/projects/falkestrasse/ in February 2022.

Figure 33: Lobby / Cafeteria Spaces Centered Around Culinary Incubators

This redevelopment project was created 
by Coop Himmelblau in 1988 and served 
as a form and tectonic precedent similar to 
Precedent 5 developed during the design 
iteration of  the project. The design proposal 
transforms an older typology into a new 
contemporary modernization. This would 
lead to a concept of  building surgery, where 
older programs might need new organs to 
function more effectively. 

This existing space was home to a law firm 
that wished to extend their offices upward 
focusing on new gathering spaces for meetings 
or receptions. The conceptual line on the 
new form draws the old spaces down to the 
streetscape breaking up, out of  the roof  and 
down along the corner of  two facades. The 
form is created by seventeen glass panels that 
overlap one another supported by z-clips on a 
frame of  steel pipes depicted as an exoskeletal 
off the new form. Each overlap then has a 
unique edge manufactured to waterproof  the 
interior space.

Falkestrasse - Vienna, Austria
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Figure 34: Photograph of Chicago taken by Author in October 2021.
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This Thesis Proposal stems from a 
connection to social and environmental justice 
as well as the reconciliation of  neglected 
communities in dense urban regions. This 
begins with an understanding of  the site 
location as well as the impacted users. The 
Proposal Location is within the South Side of  
Chicago with the majority of  residents being 
of  African American decent. This location 
was chosen to represent the need for black 
owned and operated spaces.

By providing resources for creation, 
education, and production, the programmable 
space can be identified for experimentation 
and artistry. The production from within the 
building will be displayed throughout the 
interior and into the community as a way to 
exhibit the local culture.

The second source of  programs will 
depict the ideology of  business incubation 
clusters as these models can utilize the small 
businesses to promote economic growth. A 
series of  culinary incubators can provide a 
local food production hub to represent the 
taste of  the immediate residents. It can also 
provide entrepreneurs an opportunity for a 
low-risk business opportunity with hopes to 
spark interest down the commercial corridor 
surrounding the residents.

Providing Resources and Business 
Incubation will cohabitate in experimental 
effort to revive the existing community and 
display the local culture. Impacting the local 
community equity and adapting it to fit the 
proposed site tackles the objectives of  social 
justice.

This adaptive reuse project will utilize 
environmental strategies to collect and store 
natural resources, reduce overall carbon 
emissions, and eliminate harmful waste. 
Replication of  Strategies from provided 
resources and precedents can allow the 
possibility of  a long future in sustainability.

Program Experimentation & Goals
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Figure 35: Diagram created by author in December 2021.

Figure 35: Site Location Map
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Figure 38: Diagram created by Author in October 2021.
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The Chicago ‘South Side’ was originally 
home to steel mills, meat-packing plants, and 
production factories that flourished of  life and 
economics during the industrial revolution. 
This would not last as industry began to 
change and social injustice persisted. Most 
of  the areas within the ‘South Side’ would 
ultimately end up in a state of  abandonment 
and neglect, lacking the resources to remain 
an active part of  the city. As this begins 
to address the ideas of  Research Area 01, 
the historical factors of  the surrounding 
neighborhoods and context indicate a need 
for social and economic growth through 
rehabilitation of  the existing community.

An important factor of  the context is the 
relationship to transportation and circulation 
patterns due to its crucial element to the 
everyday flow of  people throughout Chicago. 
The Chicago Transit Authority Metra Train 
system throughout the city, better known 
as the ‘L’ route, uses 8 different rail lines 
to connect 145 stations servicing 760,000 
people a day. The position of  this project 
as the last stop along the green line station 
will allow the space to flourish with the 
public throughout all hours of  the day. This 
opens opportunities to interact with the local 
community and incorporate their movement 
within the programs of  the building inspiring 
the creation of  a cultural hub. 

Implementation of  new systems and 
infrastructure throughout existing buildings 
can provide opportunities to achieve goals 
of  sustainability. Adaptive reuse of  an 
existing building has less of  an impact on the 
environment compared to that of  a new build 
on a recently demolished site. The current 
operations and maintenance of  these older 
buildings tend to be inefficient and resource-
depleting; however, redesign of  these systems 
can increase overall performance and provide 
high quality interior spaces. Other strategies 

Figure 38: Transit Oriented Development

such as solar collection, water collection 
and storage, vegetable gardens, shading 
strategies, etc. allow the design to feed into 
future goals set by LEED and the Sustainable 
Development Agenda.

Currently, other portions of  this corner 
have been issued plans for renovation 
and rehabilitation displayed with the new 
Preservation of  Affordable Housing (POAH) 
project as well as the $60 million plan to 
fix the infrastructure of  the train stop and 
corresponding Cottage Grove Station. 
Cultivating an attraction destination at 
this location could continue this ongoing 
revitalization to promote social and economic 
growth of  the unrepresented communities.

Contextual Significance

Nichols | N.I.M.B.Y.X 
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Figure 39: Contextual Site Zoning Organization

Figure 40: Contextual Building Heights

Figure 39 & 40: Diagrams created by Author in October 2021.
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As the Chicago Transit Green Line Metra 
Train enter the Cottage Grove Station at the 
corner of  E. 63rd Street & S. Cottage Grove 
Ave, the corresponding commercial district 
run in a North-South direction adjacent to 
the station while large gathering areas run in 
an East-West direction off the rail line. These 
commercial districts are then offset 15-blocks 
creating a grid for which residential districts 
can sit within. This allows residents to live 
in close proximity to their jobs along the 
commercial corridor or in close proximity 
to the city’s public transportation. Figure 1’s 
zoning organization begins to depict this. It 
is also seen that the empty residential lots are 
a result of  vacant lots within the commercial 
corridor. As businesses and jobs are lost due 
to poor economics, the community members 
don’t have the finances to live in this region.

The entire contextual site is then 
surrounded by large green-scaped areas 
including Washington Park to the North, 
Jackson Park to the East, and Oak Woods 
Cemetery to the South. There is also a strong 

Zoning Relationships to History



Figure 41: Diagram created by Author in October 2021.
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Figure 41: New Development and Future Revitalization within the Immediate Site Context
connection to the University of  Chicago and 
buildings associated with the institution on 
the Northern portion of  the community. This 
helps identify the academic community while 
also focusing on the area encompassed by the 
greenspaces.

Adjacent Buildings
This site proposal could fit within a 

masterplan to revitalize the 63rd and Cottage 
Grove intersection. Figure 3 helps represent 
the important project on each corner. The 
Northwest Lot, in red, is an existing Beauty 
Store in red that is part of  a future 60-million-
dollar rehabilitation to the end of  the Green 
Line to fix the rail system as well as add a 
new transit station. The Northeast lot, in 
yellow, is a new Preservation of  Affordable 
Housing (POAH) project rebuilding the 
Woodlawn community encouraging the need 
to reinvest in the South Side neighborhoods. 
This project also commits to challenges 
of  sustainability with features such as 
solar thermal systems, material reuse, and 
enhanced indoor environment quality. 

Finally, the structure immediate west of  
the project site is the Coleman Branch of  
the Chicago Public Library motivating 
education and continuation of  knowledge 
within the community. There is a possibility 
that program space between the Library and 
this proposal will intersect.  The variability of  
program and zoning allow all projects to flow 
together into one cohesive community space.

The existing onside greenspace is minimal 
but consistent with the high building 
density of  the city. The existing structure 
has a section on the Southern face where 
the building height is lowered providing a 
possible opportunity to have the greenspace 
step up onto the roofscape. The surrounding 
structures are relatively shorter in height 
compared to the proposed building allowing 
range of  views. The first floor being at the 
level of  street and pedestrian corridor, 
the second floor being at a the level train 
elevation, the third floor being at the range to 
look out over the community, and the fourth 
floor being at the height to view portions of  
the Chicago skyline.

Nichols | N.I.M.B.Y.X 
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Figure 42: Diagram created by Author in October 2021.
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Figure 42: Public Transportation Noise and Circulation Pattern

The Cottage Grove Metra Stop is the last 
station along the Green Line. The resident’s 
daily commute to work and from work create 
strong pedestrian circulation patterns from 
the station through the commercial districts 
and into the residential districts. This rich 
circulation sequence will influence the 
internal use of  the building to accommodate 
those residents as a way to enhance their day-
to-day lifestyle by increasing the use of  the 
commercial district

How can the consistent train schedule be 
highlighted and celebrated? Currently there 
is no physical connection to the train, but it 
can be imagined that the noise from the train 
permeates the building and into different 
interior spaces. This can be mitigated 
with acoustic management such as sound 
absorption panels and increased insulation. 
There are other strategies such as organizing 
loud equipment by the exterior wall closest to 
the station to provide a sound buffer between 
the train and quiet interior programs. If  the 
sound penetration of  the building is not a 

Public Transportation
challenge worth stressing over, the creating 
of  spaces that reach out into the platform 
could become possible suggesting the public 
circulation to flow directing from the train 
throughout the building.

The views from the platform to the 
building are also influential to the train users. 
Utilizing glazing within the previous openings 
draw the eye into the interior creating a sense 
of  exploration or investigation. This feeling 
of  wonder provides the variety of  users to 
become a part of  it. If  there is no physical 
connection, then this visual connection 
can address the community involvement 
throughout the spaces. 

A cultivation hub at the end of  the Green 
Line Track can become an anchor for which 
the community can gather and grow from 
one another while enticing tourists to travel 
to this destination. This can build strength 
within the community identity as well as 
bring economics into the community. The 
community background and history fit to the 
societal goals behind the proposal intent.
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Figure 43: Sketches created by Author throughout the Design Process (Dec. 2021 - April 2022).
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Figure 44: Culinary Incubator Example Layout

Figure 44: Diagram created by Author in November 2021.

Room Name: Culinary Incubator Goals & Function

Occupancy & Requirements
The Cooking Workspace will be equipped 

with two ovens with eight burners on the 
combined ranges. There will also be cabinets 
for storing equipment, refrigerator & 
freezer for storing/preserving food, sink for 
prepping food, and dishwasher for cleaning 
equipment. The baking workspaces will have 
a similar layout to the cooking zone but will 
be equipped with two double-ovens and more 
counterspace. The product sales will be for 
a cashier to sell food/baked goods equipped 
with a small refrigerator for bottled drinks, 
storage for condiments & utensils, and register 
for transactions. Finally, storage zones are to 
be used as a pantry for all workspaces and to 
house daily belongings throughout the day.

This room needs to be near the lobby/
cafeteria space to serve the users within the 
building. Taking the people out of  their 
respected areas throughout the building and 
bringing them to a central cultivation area. 
This space also needs to be near the entrance 
or façade so people within the community can 
be enticed to go inside boosting the economic 
success of  the culinary incubator.

There should be at least two of  these 
programs within this proposal sizing around 
1,200 S.F. for each culinary incubator. 
Depending on the existing conditions, more 
incubators could be introduced allowing 
more businesses to cultivate under one roof.

People within this space are to be cooks, 
cashier, bakers, and other staff related to 
the operations of  the kitchen. The space 
will promote economic growth within local 
business. There should be no more than eight 
people working in this layout, the approximate 
usage should be about six people.

Each kitchen will be organized into 4 
different zones: Cooking, Baking, Sales, & 
Storage. This will provide a variety of  food 
production to provide different options to the 
consumers of  the community.

Window requirements aren’t a high 
necessity and the absence of  them provide 
a sense of  security, however, windows to 
the outside provide natural daylighting with 
views to the surrounding nature and context.
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Figure 45: Diagram created by Author in November 2021.

Figure 45: Technology & Research Example Layout

There should be only one of  these 
programs within this proposal sizing around 
875 square feet. The modular form of  each 
unit allows the adjustability to the existing 
conditions of  an existing building as well as 
adaptability for program needs.

People within this program will be users 
within the community that don’t have 
these resources in their homes. The desired 
occupants will be the subject to an enhanced 
lifestyle promoting local community growth. 
There should be no more than 13 people 
throughout this layout, the approximate 
usage should be about nine people. 

The program will be organized into three 
different units: singular, double, and emerging 
technology. This will provide a variety of  
conventional options such as meeting spaces 
with one or two computers and an alternative 
space for new technology. The space will need 
additional cooling systems to make up for the 
heat load of  the technology equipment.

Room Name: Technology & Research Goals & Function
All spaces are organized around a central 

wall with orthogonal walls branching 
outwards from that central wall similar to 
that of  a tree. This divides units and creates 
an adaptability of  the units and layout. This 
also creates a sense of  privacy around what 
they are working on. The exterior walls are 
all glass to demonstrate the visibility of  the 
surrounding areas into the area allowing it 
to draw new users in and encourage them to 
explore resources and technology that they or 
other community members might not have 
access to. The glass facades can also promote 
daylighting or solar collection with sun and 
shading strategies.

This space should be adjacent to an office 
for management of  the units. It should also be 
located near lobby spaces and the exterior of  
the building to allow visibility for the public. 
The different types of  units allow people to 
gather or allow people to work alone. These 
spaces could be rented out for any allotment 
of  time allowing different forms of  availability 
based on the user needs.

Occupancy & Requirements

Nichols | N.I.M.B.Y.
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Figure 46: Diagram created by Author in November 2021.

Figure 46: Fabrication Studio Example Layout

There should be only one of  these 
programs within this proposal sizing around 
1,000 square feet. The open layout of  the 
program allows for future reorganization.

Users in this space will be from the 
surrounding community members who want 
to explore upgraded workshop fabrication 
resources. This space could be for wood 
crafting and other structured art, or it could 
be a space for people to produce composed 
materials for home projects and renovation. 
There should be no more than ten people 
creating in this layout. The approximate 
usage should be about six people.

The Studio will be organized into two 
different zones: large equipment and handheld 
equipment. The large equipment will consist 
of  two drill presses, two band saws, a miter 
saw, a table-saw, and two sanding discs & 
belts. The handheld equipment will consist 
of  portable drills, electronic hand saws, and 
other necessary crafting equipment.

Room Name: Fabrication Studio Goals & Function
Material staging tables are located around 

the larger equipment. This allows the users to 
prepare and organize their materials before 
cutting, sanding, or drilling. While the larger 
equipment might be useful for mass cutting, 
the handheld equipment zone allows people 
to fine tune their creations. This could be seen 
through final assembly, detailing components, 
and adding final finishes.

The equipment in this program can 
become expensive for the average consumer; 
however, allowing a space with all equipment 
creates an affordable alternative to getting the 
equipment and space to work on something.

The entrance should have double-doors 
located near a loading dock to provide an 
opening wide enough to import and export 
material. There is limiting glazing to allow 
daylight and visibility, but hardy walls are 
implemented to protect from anticipated 
damage. Walls provide ample space for wall-
hook storage for tools and hold first aid for 
medical necessities. Interior walls will be 
equipped with ducts for debris removal.

Occupancy & Requirements
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Figure 47: Diagram created by Author in November 2021.

Figure 47: Artist Studio Example Layout
Room Name: Artist Studio Goals & Function

Occupancy & Requirements
These spaces allow people to explore 

their craft and culture with ample resources 
to express it. Users can rent lockers to keep 
personal belongings and materials while tools 
and equipment are availability to everyone 
involved with the building program. The 
arrangement of  easels are organized to 
create a community of  artists to encourage 
one another with their work. Mediums such 
as oil paint, charcoal, watercolor, etc. can be 
explored in this zone. 

The crafting workspaces are to be made of  
stone desktops to diminish damage made from 
involved tools or stains made from adhensives 
or spilt objects. This hardy material is easier 
to clean than other materials creating ease 
when it comes to cleaning up at the end of  
the day.

Windows are utilized to promote the work 
being created in this space. It also provides 
views to the public inspiring them to explore 
different types of  art. Watching someone 
throughout their design process could 
become a source of  entertainment for users 
in the circulation corridors.

There should be only one of  these 
programs within this proposal sizing around 
1,000 square feet. The mobile tables and 
chairs add versatility throughout the different 
zones allowing future adaptability and 
implementation.

Artists within this space can be novice, or 
practiced, but it is available for all members 
to explore their talents and culture. There 
should be no more than nine people creating 
in this layout, the approximate usage should 
be about six people.

The Studio will be organized into three 
different zones: Crafting, Painting, & Artistry. 
The artistry zone being equipped with 
painting easels & tools and various drawing 
mediums. The painting zone being located 
within the spray paint booth with ventilation 
system for heavy-odor stains and paints. 
The crafting zones being equipped with 
handheld tools and various materials. There 
is an industrial sink between all three areas to 
clean all tools and provide water access.
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Figure 48: Diagram created by Author in November 2021.

Figure 48: Exhibition Space Example Layout
Room Name: Exhibition Space Goals & Function

Occupancy & Requirements
As people explore their ability to design, 

they will also need a place to showcase it. 
Exhibition spaces provide a variety of  art 
typologies as well as space to appreciate local 
culture. The identity of  this art hub will then 
disperse out into the corridors of  the building 
branching to the exterior of  the building. 
The identity of  the community must be put 
on display throughout this building to create 
its own place for the local people. This is a 
key element of  the design to pair up with the 
incubators and resources.

What other programs could appear within 
this space as the equipment within becomes 
moveable? Local organizations could set 
up shop within this empty space to host 
seminars for the users and visitors. This idea 
could circulate programs within the building 
based on different needs as an effort to apply 
adaptability for the future.

This space will be adjacent to the cafeteria 
and fabrication/design studios in an effort to 
connect visibility between the visitors within 
the public spaces and designers of  the private 
spaces.

There should be only one of  these 
programs within this proposal sizing around 
1,000 square feet. This will be completely 
open with no interruptions from built-
in equipment or walls and columns. The 
internal furnishing will organize the space.

The artists from the different studio 
spaces will be the creators for events while 
the viewers will be other local enthusiasts. 
There should be no more than 25 people 
within in this layout, the approximate usage 
should be about 15. Alternative occupants 
can converse in an adjacent lobby space or 
exterior gathering spaces.

The Studio will be organized into three 
different attractions: Large Fabrications, 
Small Fabrications, and Canvases. All 
creations will come from other interior 
programs throughout the building. Art pieces 
will need different displays, signage, and 
easels. The overhead lighting will lay on an 
exposed ceiling grid to transform to the needs 
of  the respected displays.
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Figure 49: Diagram created by Author in November 2021.

Figure 49: Lobby & Cafeteria Example Layout

There should be at least one of  these 
programs within this proposal sizing around 
2,000 square feet. Similar to the Exhibition 
Space, the Lobby & Cafeteria will be 
completely open with no built-in equipment, 
walls, or columns while the internal 
furnishings organize the space.

Users will come from the adjacent exterior 
circulation, community residents, and other 
internal programs throughout the building. 
There should be no more than 10 people 
within in this layout, the approximate usage 
should be about six.

The Lobby & Cafeteria will have a range 
of  places to eat and a few areas to display 
art and installations. Columns and tables 
& chairs will be organized on the exterior 
to encapsulate the area with openings for 
circulation throughout. The cluster of  chairs 
and tables allow options for groups of  people 
meeting together and experience the culture 
of  the building.

Room Name: Lobby & Cafeteria Goals & Function
The lobby and cafeteria spaces are one 

of  the most crucial points throughout the 
building as it connects all the different 
programs together. A visitor might initially 
enter this space to meet with a colleague or 
buy some local food from one of  the culinary 
incubators. Over time, the same user might 
become aware of  the different programs 
surrounding the space sparking investigation 
for the user as they could be a new potential 
user for the art studios or research areas. As 
the users within this space cycle in and out, 
this emotion of  investigation won’t be lost as 
a multitude of  new users might experience 
this design intent.

Within the building, this space should be 
centered within all programs, but it should 
also have views to the exterior circulation 
corridors and greenspace. This will provide 
natural light to the interior and draw views 
between the interior and exterior. Alongside 
the connection to the exhibition spaces, the 
lobby and cafeteria will also host displays of  
publicly created works.

Occupancy & Requirements
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Figure 50: 90 Degree Matrix Diagram - ‘Program Space List’ / ‘Growth, Intent, & Goals’

• Technology Research
• Fabrication Studio
• Loading/Receiving
• Storage
• Exhibition Space
• Culinary Incubator
• Cafeteria
• Lobby
• Office
• Restroom
• Utility Rooms
• Artist Studio

Room Data List

Spatial Goals & Intent

Fabrication Studios are to educate, explore, 
and inspire. Creators in these spaces can 
then display their local artistry in Exhibition 
Spaces giving the ‘place’ a sense of  identity. 
Within Figure 1, these programs are colored 
orange and labeled as ‘communal spaces’, 
meaning high flow of  public circulation and 
liveliness of  the program. The associated 
bubble diagrams in Figures 2 & 3 display the 
spaces through dashed edges to display high 
visibility and permeability.

The Kitchens and Cafeteria Space are 
to incubate local businesses and grow local 
economics. Entrepreneurs in these spaces 
can rent the kitchens for short-term leases 
providing less risk and commitment when 
starting a business. A series of  kitchens in one 
building provide a range of  culture to collide 
and cultivate in one space. Within Figure 1, 
Kitchens are identified as ‘individual spaces 
and the Cafeteria is identified as ‘communal 
spaces.’ This allows the business to hold 
a sense of  privacy; however, they need to 
promote their image to the open cafeteria 
spaces.

Figure 50: Diagram created by Author in September 2021.
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Total (min.) : 9,800 S.F.

Interior programs are to inspire local 
growth in a variety of  ways, allowing it to 
become a hub for local people and visitors. 
Each program should have a sense of  
connectivity with one another allowing each 
user to view it off in the distance or filtered 
through another program establishing an 
urge to investigate.
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Figure 54: Concept Zoning Diagram #2

Figure 53: Conceptual Bubble Diagram #2

Figure 51-54: Series of  Diagrams created by Author in September 2021.

Figure 52: Concept Zoning Diagram #1

Figure 51: Conceptual Bubble Diagram #1
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Figure 55: Diagrams created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 55: Form Study Iterations

Parti ‘A’ - December 2021 Parti ‘A’ - February 2022

Parti ‘B’ - February 2022

Parti ‘C’ - February 2022

Parti ‘A’ - Final Iteration - May 2022

Iteration - May 2022Parti ‘A’ - Final

Parti ‘B’ - December 2021

Parti ‘C’ - December 2021

Parti ‘C’ - Final Iteration - May 2022
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Figure 56: Axon View of  the Overall Form from the South East

Figure 56: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Ideas & Themes
By understanding the neglect and 

abandonment of  a disadvantaged community, 
this design proposal will repurpose an existing 
space along the commercial corridor to 
promote the incubation of  local community 
health and experience. After identifying the 
problem seen within my research proposal, I 
want to measure the predicted effectiveness 
with the overall social interaction and 
incubation as well as the overall efficiency 
of  the redevelopment. After collecting the 
site inventory, I wanted to utilize Peter 
Calthorpe’s model of  Transit-Oriented 
Development seen within Parti ‘C’. Parti ‘A’ 
speaks to the proposed environmental justice 
with greenspaces that wrap the abandoned, 
existing building. Parti ‘B’ depicts new organs 
to the body of  this building as it begins to 
adapt and mold to the modern era. Finally, 
Parti ‘C’ draws the circulation from the train 
station through the building and down to the 
main floor. The relationship of  the tiered 
roof  system will inform interior spaces as well 
as areas for rainwater collection.
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Figure 58: Material Use PlanFigure 57: Spatial Organization Layout

Figure 57-58: Drawings created by Author in April 2022.
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Figure 60: Circulation Plan DiagramFigure 59: Density Diagram

Figure 59-60: Drawings created by Author in April 2022.
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Figure 61: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 61: Ground Floor Plan Superimposed on a Rendered View of  the Plan
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Figure 62: Axonometric View of  the Ground Floor Plan

Figure 62: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Goals & Function
The ground floor will be home to three 

culinary incubators that serve to the cafeteria 
and lobby space. Alongside it is a gallery space 
for artists to display their creations from the 
woodshop and art studios above, as well as 
two means of  fire-rated vertical circulation. 
On the Northeast & Northwest corners, there 
are exterior conditioned spaces serving as two 
means of  circulation up to the Metra Train 
Station & Green Line Track platform. This 
concept stemmed from Parti ‘C’ drawing 
the circulation of  the everyday train user 
into and through the building. The public 
circulation through the lobby space connects 
the two strongest vehicular corridors bringing 
the public’s view into the building from the 
exterior. Within each floor, there will be a 
mechanical room to support the proposed 
HVAC and Electricity systems. Finally, on 
the Southwest corner, there will be a garage 
door opening for users to transport creations, 
goods, art, etc. to and from the site. This was 
then 3D modelled and populated with people 
to give a sense of  scale and proportion.
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Figure 63: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 63: Second Floor Plan Superimposed on a Rendered View of  the Plan
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Goals & Function
As we move upstairs, the second floor 

will consist of  Art and Creation spaces. The 
Northern Part of  the building is dedicated 
to tech research labs suited with computers 
and virtual reality simulators, the west is 
dedicated to an artist studio equipped with 
necessary furniture and supplies, and the 
east is dedicated to a woodshop space fitted 
with higher end machinery. Between those 
three programs is an extra-wide corridor to 
provide an area for the different disciplines to 
interact with one another, eventually leading 
to collaboration. The centermost area in this 
plan is an outdoor courtyard space responsible 
for the water collection from the roofs above 
with a monument staircase to the third-floor 
roof  space. Within this level of  the plan, we 
can begin to see the organs being introduced 
as new circulation, contemplation spaces, 
or food production spaces. For example, the 
organ on the east façade is used for vertical 
circulation between studios and exhibit spaces 
while the organ on the southern façade is 
used for food production.

Figure 64: Axonometric View of  the Second Floor Plan

Figure 64: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.
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Figure 65: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 65: Third Floor Plan Superimposed on a Rendered View of  the Plan
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Goals & Function
The third floor consists of  two gallery 

spaces that lead to a culinary incubator. This 
incubator is similar to the ones on the first 
floor, but it has a serving window to the third-
floor roof  where people will be able to use as 
an outdoor patio space. On the West & East 
wings, there are exhibition spaces in relation 
to a small gathering space. During nicer 
months of  the year, the exhibition spaces 
could bleed out onto the roof  similar to the 
culinary incubator. The northernmost area is 
the unconditioned corridor space dedicated 
to the Metra line where passengers can exit 
and enter the platform from two ramps 
systems. These then follow the circulation 
down to the first floor and into the building. 
Within the 3D model, the surface area of  
this roof  has strong potential to bring the life 
from within the building into this outdoor 
experience alongside the ability for rainfall 
water collection. Some of  the organs are 
taking shape entirely as they drip over the 
edge and down to the floors below it allowing 
them to stand out from the heavier façade.

Figure 66: Axonometric View of  the Third Floor Plan

Figure 66: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.
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Figure 67: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 67: Fourth Floor Plan Superimposed on a Rendered View of  the Plan
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Goals & Function
The top floor consists of  offices to run the 

day-to-day programs within the building such 
as the logistics of  renting out the different art 
spaces, non-profit organizations and clubs, 
on-site food trucks, maintenance, etc. There 
are also offices for the different incubators 
to have a space separate from the kitchen to 
run their business. The extra space on the 
North side of  this floor is used for art and 
creation spaces depicted with the artist studio 
and technology research lab. On the East is 
another organ, monumental stair, connecting 
the artist studio with the exhibition spaces on 
the floor below. 

As all these 3D models began to take 
form, I began to further explore the use of  
the organs in elevation and across the site. 
For example, taking these organs for food 
production and proposing them on adjacent 
buildings as well as the Metra stop to create 
more food production or creating a display of  
internal building programs onto the building 
facade. Alongside this, they connect programs 
on various floors. 

Figure 68: Axonometric View of  the Fourth Floor Plan

Figure 68: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.
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Figure 69: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 69: All Layered Forms in Axonometric View
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Figure 70: Sketches created by Author throughout the Design Process (Dec. 2021 - April 2022).
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Figure 71: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 71: Section A-A (North/South Split)
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Figure 72: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 72: Section B-B (East/West Split)
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Figure 73: Wall Section Key
Figure 73-75: Drawings created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 75: Exterior Wall Facade Detail

Figure 74: Existing Footing Detail

Fig. 30

Fig. 77

Fig. 75

Fig. 76

Fig. 74
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Figure 77: New Structure Load Diagram

Goals & Function
After going through different iterations 

of  additional structure for the new ‘organ’ 
pieces, the two precedents over form and 
tectonics would help decipher the need for 
tensile members for the cantilevered spaces. 
This would allow them to be structurally 
supported, counteracting the new additional 
forces on it, but allow for a lighter feel 
compared to a rigid structure. Off this new 
structure, would be spider fittings to secure 
the molded glass panels allowing the form 
to speak out from the overall structure. In 
addition to the new structure, the existing floor 
will be raised to redevelop the poor HVAC 
system into an efficient stack ventilation 
system. From site analysis, it was discovered 
that the train would emit structural borne 
sound into the building. To mitigate this, 
isolation mounts are added to the raised floor 
system to manage the vibrations. The light 
tectonic system allows this redevelopment to 
stand out from itself  and from the contextual 
typology that is very heavy. 

Figure 76: Raised Floor System

Figure 76 & 77: Drawings created by Author in April 2022.
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Figure 78: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 78: Axonometric Chunk Model of  Proposed Organ
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Figure 79: Sketches created by Author throughout the Design Process (Dec. 2021 - April 2022).
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Figure 81: Second Floor HVAC LayoutFigure 80: Ground Floor HVAC Layout

Figure 80 & 81: Drawings created by Author in April 2022.

The Raised Floor System shown within 
the details for this project allow the walkable 
surface to be elevated off the main structure. 
This then allows air handling supply ducts 
to be installed between the main structure 
and elevated floor. The air handling supply 
ducts are to be installed above the ceiling and 
collected at various ceiling tiles which all lead 
to one core ventilation system taking the air 
up and out of  the building. The provided 
Figures display that the vents on these systems 
are offset from one another to allow air to flow 
throughout the entire space. Supplied air, if  
heated, can then rise through the space and 
be collected in the return ducts; if  chilled, the 
return duct system can pull the air from one 
side of  the room to the other.v

ECS Layout & Proposed Systems

Supply Ducts Supply Ducts

Return Ducts Return Ducts
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Figure 85: Fourth Floor HVAC LayoutFigure 83: Third Floor HVAC Layout

Figure 82: All Supply Ducts - Axon View Figure 84: All Return Ducts - Axon View

Figure 82-85: Drawings created by Author in April 2022.

Supply Ducts Supply Ducts

Return Ducts Return Ducts
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Figure 86: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 86: Water Collection Diagram with an Emphasis on the Building Roof  Collection
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Within the roof  tiered system, all roof  
surfaces feed down into the second-floor 
courtyard space where it is collected and 
stored on the ground floor. Over the course 
of  a year, it is possible for the project to 
collect and reuse 4,000 gallons of  rainwater. 
Calculations as provided based on annual 
rainfall percentages for Chicago, IL:

Total Roof  Surface Area: 
11,848 S.F 

Annual Precipitation: 
36” 

(Roof  Area) x (Annual Precipitation):
(11,848 S.F.) x (3 Feet) =

35,544 C.F. 

(Water in Cubic Feet) x (Gallon  
Conversion Factor):
(35,544 C.F.) ÷ (7.48 Gal/C.F.) =
     4,752 Gallons 

Throughout a given year, it is estimated 
that most high rainwater years are 90% of  the 
maximum while low rainwater years are 65% 
of  the maximum. Calculations below are for 
both High Runoff and Low Runoff Years:

High Runoff (0.9) x 4,752 Gallons =
4,276 Gallons 

Low Runoff (0.65) x 4,752 Gallons =
3,088 Gallons

Total Water Collection Estimates

X 
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Figure 87: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 87: Arrangement of  PV Panels on the Metra Station Roof
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The Metra line currently has a flat, 
corrugated metal roof  that doesn’t serve a 
purpose other than creating a shelter for the 
train platform. It’s structural stability and 
proximity to the building allow the proposal 
to reach beyond the scope of  the building 
and propose photovoltaic panels for solar 
harvesting. Within this proposal, there are a 
total of  314 collectors on the roof  leading 
to almost 200,000 kWh collected per year. 
Calculations based on standard sizing and 
location on earth in relation to the sun:

PV Panel Modules = 
314 Total 

Standard System: 

Collector = 
350-Watt Module 

Nominal Efficiency = 
15% 

Tilt Angle = 
45° 

Azimuth Angle = 
180° 

System Size = 
4 kW 

Overall Performance: 

314 Collectors x 350 Watt = 
109kW 

Optimal Daily Usage = 
5 Hours 

109 kW x 5 Hours =
 545 kWh 

545 kWh x 365 Days/Year = 
198,925 kWh per Year

Total Solar Gain Estimates

X 
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Figure 88: Drawing created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 88: Proposed Organs as Semi-Conditioned Food Production Spaces
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The graphic for the food production slide 
was derived from an exploded axon of  the 
new organs over the existing steel system. I 
then divided my food estimates into onsite 
and offsite production. Onsite, there are 7 
food production organs while there are 14 
food production organs scattered across 
the adjacent buildings. In total, there is a 
possibility to create a little over 6 tons of  fresh 
produce within a span of  a year. Over time, I 
hope these organs scatter further out into the 
community, then into the district, then into 
the city. Calculations as provided:

Total Systems On Site = 
7 

Yield:
0.6 - 1.24 lbs per S.F. 

(Systems) x (Surface Area):
(7 Systems) x (510 S.F.) = 

3,570 S.F. 

 (Total Growable Area) x (Yield): 
(3,570 S.F.) x (0.6 & 1.24) = 

2,142 lbs (0.6)
4,426 lbs (1.24)

Cost of  Fresh Produce by the Pound:
($1.50) x (4,426 lbs) =

$5,355 

Total Systems Off site = 
14 

 
14 Systems x 510 S.F. =

7,140 S.F.
(7,140 S.F.) x (0.6 & 1.24) = 

4,284 lbs (0.6)
8,853 lbs (1.24)

($1.50) x (4,426 lbs) =
$10,710

Total Food Production Estimates

X 
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Figure 89: Exhibit & Workspace Figure 90: Food Production Unit
Figure 89 & 90: Drawings created by Author in April 2022.
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Figure 91: Collage of the Rendered Views and Model Photographs Created by Author in December 2021. I 
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Figure 92 & 93: Renders created by Author using Twinmotion & Adobe Photoshop in April 2022.

Figure 93: Lobby Space - North Entrance
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Figure 92: Lobby Space - East Entrance
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Figure 94 & 95: Renders created by Author using Twinmotion & Adobe Photoshop in April 2022.

Figure 95: Art Studio

Figure 94: Exhibition Space
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Figure 96 & 97: Renders created by Author using Twinmotion & Adobe Photoshop in April 2022.

Figure 97: Technology Labs

Figure 96: Collaboration Corridor
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Figure 98 & 99: Renders created by Author using Twinmotion & Adobe Photoshop in April 2022.

Figure 99: Southern Site & Adapted Use

Figure 98: Woodshop Space
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Figure 100 & 101: Models Created by Author and Photographed in April 2022.

Figure 101: Building Model
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Figure 100: Site Model
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Figure 102 & 103: Models Created by Author and Photographed in April 2022.

Figure 103: West Section of  Building Model

Figure 102: East Section of  Building Model
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Figure 104 & 105: Models Created by Author and Photographed in April 2022.

Figure 105: Organ Addition on Building Model
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Figure 104: Organ Addition on Building Model
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Throughout the initial stages of thesis 
research, I looked at the social and cultural 
injustices throughout the progression of 
American cities seen through countless racism 
& discrimination battles throughout U.S. 
History. The following segregation patterns 
during the Industrial Revolution would begin 
to get transformed into redlining. Over time, 
this has created a negative domino effect 
on our social construction and alongside it, 
environmental problems began to follow suit. 
Throughout the entirety of the project, the 
correlation between social and environmental 
strategies became one of the biggest challenges 
as the result from implications on one another. 
However, by cultivating a strong relationship 
between the two allowed the community to 
become self-sustaining and full of life and 
culture.

Alongside the growth of sustainable and 
environmental success, economic success can 
begin to incubate in this building influencing 
the adjacent corridors and community. 
Culinary incubators influence growth of local 
entrepreneurs and culture by reinvesting in 
the community’s own businesses maintaining 
the finances with their regional district. As the 
programs in the building cycle people in and 
out, economic growth is possible diminishing 
the vast poverty/wealth divide.

Once more, this proposal design needs to 
be accepted by the community as a second 
place of refuge other than their homes. 
Providing the multitude of resources and 
programs to assist or support their daily life 
cycle. These elements of design cannot be 
forced on the community, as the genuine 
nature of the proposal will allow the residents 
to make it their own space. As it becomes 
a home to them, culture and life will be 
displayed throughout the redevelopment 
becoming a social, educational, cultural hub 
for everyone.



The title from this proposal stems from a 
sociology term, N.I.M.B.Y., which stands for 
a phrase “Not in my backyard”. This term 
was created to indicate the poor organization 
of  the urban grid when residential districts get 
directly exposed to the commercial districts 
within dense city areas. Most residents try to 
fight back against new developments as they 
could become harmful to the people living 
within the areas. This proposal attempts to 
alter this view as the community is an essential 
aspect to the design.

As my first deeply studied and developed 
topic, I felt honored to dump my soul into 
this project allowing everything that I have 
learned through architecture school or picked 
up throughout the process be displayed in one 
design proposal. By choosing a typology and 
program that I want to pursue after school 
in the field, I was able to tackle controversial 
topics as well as prevalent topics within 
society, environment, and built space. After 
developing this project, I feel that architecture 
can make a difference within our communities 
enhancing our everyday lives, as well as the 
positive sustainability factors that can come 
with it.

Post-Project, after multiple iterations and 
design critiques, is there anything that should 
be changed? Throughout the beginning 
stages, fear of  affordability was an issue as 
there was a need to provide spaces and supplies 
for people in the community who can’t afford 
it. After coming up with an effective solution 
that provided lower operation costs, I wish 
that I had not been so liberal with my themes 
and gestures. The organs from my building 
could have grown out and over the buildings 
within the immediate context tying programs 
and relationships into one structure.

Overall, I am proud of  what I have 
accomplished over the year and would love 
to see this topic be taken further in academics 
and within the architecture field.

Observations & Feelings
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Figure 1: The Cover Image is an Axonometric View of the Final Thesis Project created 

by the Author in April 2022.

Figure 2: Collage downloaded from https://aap.cornell.edu/news-events/peter-

robinson-building-trust-black-spaces-and-black-futures-brooklyn in December 2021.

Figures 3 & 4: Image downloaded from https://www.nga.gov/learn/teachers/lessons

activities/uncovering-america/parks-photography.html in October 2021.

Figures 5 & 6: Image downloaded from https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/27/lens/

documenting-the-dynamic-black-community-of-1940s-seattle.html in October 2021.

Figure 7: Diagram downloaded from https://www.epa.gov/heatislands/learn-about-

heat-islands in October 2021.

Figures 8-10: Diagrams created by Author in December 2021.

Figure 11: Image downloaded from https://www.blackspace.org/ in December 2021.

Figure 12: Diagram downloaded from https://www.sixsigmaconcept.com/cluster-

development in December 2021.

Figure 13: Diagram created by Peter Calthorpe and downloaded from https://www.

buildinggreen.com/newsbrief/next-american-metropolis-ecology-community-and-

american-dream in December 2021.

Figure 14: Collage of the Six Precedents Displayed in this Proposal Created by Author 

in December 2021.

Figure 15: Image downloaded from https://www.mircollective.com/cultural-educational/

arthousegary in September 2021.

Figures 16 & 17: Images downloaded from https://www.mircollective.com/cultural-

educational/arthousegary in September 2021.

Figure 18: Image downloaded from https://www.archdaily.com/963162/foster-plus-

partners-power-station-master-plan-in-san-francisco-breaks-ground/ in October 2021.

Figures 19-21: Images downloaded from https://www.dezeen.com/2021/06/08/herzog-

de-meuron-san-francisco-power-station-conversion/ in October 2021.

Figure 22: Image downloaded from http://www.commonwealthkitchen.org/ in November 

2021.

Figures 23 & 24: Images downloaded from http://www.commonwealthkitchen.org/ in 

November 2021.

Figure 25: Image downloaded from https://lacocinamarketplace.com/ in November 

2021.
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Figures 26-28: Images downloaded from https://ptarc.com/work/community/la-cocina-

kitchen-incubator/ in November 2021.

Figure 29: Image downloaded from http://ericowenmoss.com/project-detail/umbrella/ 

in February 2022.

Figure 30: Diagram created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 31 & 32: Images downloaded from http://ericowenmoss.com/project-detail/

umbrella/ in February 2022.

Figure 33: Image downloaded from https://coop-himmelblau.at/projects/falkestrasse/ 

in February 2022.

Figure 34: Photograph of Chicago taken by Author in October 2021.

Figure 35: Diagram created by author in December 2021.

Figures 36-42: Diagrams created by Author in October 2021.

Figure 43: Sketches created by Author throughout the Design Process (Dec. 2021 - 

April 2022).

Figures 44-50: Diagram created by Author in November 2021.

Figures 51-54: Series of Diagrams created by Author in September 2021.

Figure 55: Diagram created by Author in April 2022.

Figures 56-69: Drawings created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 70: Sketches created by Author throughout the Design Process (Dec. 2021 - 

April 2022).

Figures 71-78: Drawings created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 79: Sketches created by Author throughout the Design Process (Dec. 2021 - 

April 2022).

Figures 80-90: Drawings created by Author in April 2022.

Figure 91: Collage of the Rendered Views and Model Photographs Created by Author 

in December 2021.

Figures 92-99: Renders created by Author using Twinmotion & Adobe Photoshop in 

April 2022.

Figures 100-105: Models Created by Author and Photographed in April 2022.
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